SUMMER PROGRAM
for boys and girls ages 6-16
1,2,3 and 4 week sessions

SINCE 1992

2021

Nestled in the beautiful Allegheny Mountains of West Virginia.

Welcome to a summer
full of outdoor adventure,
new friendships
and extreme fun...
Time spent away from home should be
an opportunity to expand one‘s horizons,
learn new and exciting skills, and make
long lasting friendships.
Under the guidance of caring and qualified
leaders, campers are involved in activities
that require their participation both
physically and mentally. Scaling a rock
face, saddling a horse for the first time, or
sampling a dish made of food you helped
harvest in our gardens requires an open
mind and willingness to try new things
— Hidden Meadows is about creating a
new way of looking at yourself and your
relationship to the world.
In a sense we are a retreat for children, a
place where life is simple and free from
worldly distractions, a place where young
people’s needs come first and one learns
the importance of balancing personal
interests with those of the community.
Our goal is that each camper returns home
feeling great about their accomplishments
and with a deepened sense of
responsibility for oneself, others, and the
environment.
Please join us!
Tom Bryant
Director
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Welcome to Camp Hidden Meadows!
During the past 29 summers at our outpost in the Allegheny Mountains, we have committed ourselves to providing young people with
experiences that are fun, safe, and rewarding.
Camp Hidden Meadows is a coed, non-sectarian program, offering a wide array of activities. Set in the beautiful mountains of West
Virginia, campers experience these activities in an environment fostering personal growth, individual responsibility, and active
participation in the camp community.

We love what we do
We are proud of our program and
love our location. Every summer a
magical experience takes place as
old friends and new come together
to form our camp community.
We are fortunate to have such a
spectacular setting as a backdrop to
these experiences.

We’re here for you
We’re always happy to talk about
what makes our program special
– give us a call.

We focus on kids
Providing summer programs for
kids is what we do. Period. In a
sense we are a retreat for children,
a place where life is simple and
free from worldly distractions. We
are dedicated to providing young
people with experiences that are
fun, safe and rewarding.
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Traditional Camp

Earth Expeditions

ages: completed 1st grade through age 16
Full Tuition

Early Bird

Full Tuition

Early Bird

$ 1625

$ 1525

ages 12 – 16
Fall Discount

Paddles and Peaks. July 25 - 31
Rock and River. August 1 - 7

One-week Sessions
June 13 – June 19 *
June 20 - June 26

Counselor-in-Training and Junior Counselor Programs

June 27 - July 3

Counselor-in-Training

July 4 - July 10

June 20 – July 3. age: rising junior.

July 11 - July 17

DATES AND RATES

2021 Dates and Rates

$ 1625

$ 1525

$ 1475

July 18 – July 24

Junior Counselor
August 1 – 14. age: rising senior.

$ 2250
contact camp

July 25 - July 31
Add the following to any week of Traditional Camp.

August 1 - August 7

Equestrian Camp ages 9 & up.

August 8 – August 14

Half day. Five days per week.

Two-week Sessions

Riding Lessons all ages.

June 20 - July 3
July 4 - July 17

$ 2675

$ 2475

$ 2375

July 18 - July 31
August 1 - August 14

$ 150 per week

Four lessons per week.
Fly Fishing Clinic ages 9 & up.

$ 85 per week

Discounts

Three-week Sessions
June 13 - July 3
June 20 - July 10

$ 250 per week

$ 3850

$ 3650

Sibling:

$100 for every child after the first.

Referral:

$100 for 1st referral, $200 for 2nd, $300 for 3rd,

$ 3550

$400 for 4th, and $500 for 5th!

July 4 - July 24

*Early Summer Discount:

July 18 - August 7

Fall Discount:

registration and deposit by January 1.

Early Bird:

registration and deposit by March 1.

Four-week Sessions

Shuttle Transportation

June 20 - July 17
July 4 - July 31
July 18 - August 14

$150 off the one-week session June 13-19.

$ 4975

$ 4675

$ 4575

Maryland, Northern VA & DC

$ 75

DC Airports

$ 90
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Staff
leadership
Our staff form the backbone of our
program. We maintain a 1:4 staff to
camper ratio. These hardworking
people are the ones who help you
cook burritos over a camp stove, talk
you through a climb, and give you a
pat on the back for a job well done.
Our directors and staff bring a wealth
of knowledge to the program and are
fully invested in creating a wonderful
summer program.

selection
We take great care in choosing our
staff and select our leaders from a
large pool of applicants based on
maturity, judgment, experience, and
related program skills.
Our leaders are a dedicated group
of caring adults who have a clear
understanding of young people
and are sensitive to their needs and
interests. They choose to be part
of our program because of their
enthusiasm to work with young
people and a desire to share gifts
and talents in a safe, fun-filled
atmosphere.

training
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All staff participate in an intensive
training session each season no
matter what previous experience
they have.

Food and sourcing

Our air is clean, our food fresh and our water from wells deep in
the mountains. This is a healthy place for children to spend their
summers. A place where adults committed to a healthy diet and
lifestyle communicate these values to the children under their
care.

We care about what we eat. We have established working
relationships with local organic farms and purchase as much of our
produce as possible through these sources.

Camp Hidden Meadows focuses on providing safe activities and
developing a community of respect where each individual can
feel comfortable that he or she will be accepted as an important
member of the community. We have qualified instructors,
excellent equipment, and thorough safety standards to provide
the best possible activity instruction in the safest environment.

The mountains are cool
Camp sits at an elevation of 3000 feet. This alpine setting
provides ideal summer weather with day-time temperatures 15
degrees (or more) cooler than the eastern seaboard.

WHY CHM?

A healthy place

Meals are served in our dining hall. During our backpacking
expeditions we have fun cooking our meals on the trail and are
known for our creativity over the campfire. We have a progressive
track record of dealing with food allergies and work with families to
ensure that choices are available. Call us with any questions.

The National Forest and adventures outside of camp
Several of our activities such as rock climbing, caving, and
backpacking take place outside of camp. Surrounded by National
Forest lands, we are fortunate in that our location allows us easy
access to some of the more notable recreational areas on the east
coast. Tremendous opportunities abound for world-class rock
climbing, backpacking, and biking.

A HEALTHY PLACE
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Camp Hidden Meadows is situated at 3000 feet elevation in the Allegheny
Mountains, which form the border between Virginia and West Virginia. 250 acres of
field, woodland, pond, trout stream, and farmland compose our setting. Surrounded
by the Monongahela and George Washington National Forests, our beautiful
location allows us to offer memorable experiences in pristine wilderness areas.
8

The camp village, farm, and beyond
LOCATION

Our location has been described by many as breathtaking.
Over the years as we have added to our facility we have
been extremely mindful to maintain our tranquil setting.
As you follow the trail through the riverside meadows and
across the bridge you come to our “camp village.” Here
you will find our office, health center, dining hall, cabins,
art center, and a host of recreational and training facilities
such as our sports fields, basketball court, bike skills park,
equestrian arena, pond, climbing walls, challenge course,
swimming pool, and more.
Beyond the camp village is where much of the magic takes
place amongst the meadows and endless forest. Savoring a
freshly picked carrot from our gardens or taking in the view
from the high meadows on a mountain board run are long
remembered. It is here where the fundamental joy of being
a kid is all the excitement that is needed.

Home sweet cabin
We love our cabins and take great care to provide a warm
and welcoming place for our campers. You will spend each
night at camp unless you are participating on one of the
backpacking expeditions. Toilet and shower facilities are
either located adjacent in a separate building or contained in
the cabin. Showers include a private changing area.
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A TYPICAL DAY AT CAMP
When building Camp Hidden Meadows’ daily program, we chose a schedule that balances both structure and freedom. We have ample
time to play as well as to build skills, and our goal is to offer activities intended to spark the creative spirit. Morning workshops allow in
depth exploration and skill building through participation in the same activity each day. Afternoons include a wide variety of activities and an
opportunity to try something new for one period. Afternoons are also when our Out of Camp Trips and New Adventures happen! Small class
sizes and our desire to offer some of the familiar along with the spectacular continue to make our program unique and memorable.
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7:15AM

8:00AM

8:45AM

9:15AM

10:35AM

12:15PM

1:00PM

2:00PM

Wake up
for the Polar
Bear Plunge
or sleep in a
few minutes
longer ...
your choice!

Breakfast!
Pancakes,
bacon, cereal,
bagels, fruit ...
you name it, we
probably have it.

Cabin clean
up time: help
your cabin win
the Golden
Eagle or Golden
Broom award.

First morning
workshop:
swim lessons,
woodworking,
fishing, mountain
bikes, pottery ...

Second morning
workshop:
culinary arts,
outdoor living
skills, organic
farming, crafts ...

Lunch! Sit at any
table you like.
Enjoy meals like
sandwiches,
wraps, pasta,
chicken, and
salad bar.

Rest period is
the perfect time
to take a nap,
write a postcard,
draw, or play
card games
with friends.

Play soccer,
swim at the pool,
fly down the zip
line, or embark
on your weekly
New Adventure!

3:15PM

5:00PM

6:00PM

6:15PM

7:00PM

8:00PM

8:45PM

9:45PM

Snack time,
then it‘s back
outside for
more camp
fun. Camper‘s
Choice for
Acorns &
Chestnuts,
Cabin Activities
for Sequoias.

Shower Hour
for Acorns &
Chestnuts,
Camper‘s Choice
for Sequoias.
Mountain
boards, tie-dye,
horse care ... try
something new!

Thank You Circle
is a great time
when the whole
camp comes
together to
reflect on the
day‘s fun and
friendships.

Dinner with
your cabin
friends is a
special treat ...
taco night, pizza,
lasagna, salad
bar, dessert,
always a
cookout
on Friday!

Evening Activity
is different every
night. Capture
the Flag, Talent
Show, Scavenger
Hunt, or S‘mores
Night are just a
few favorites.

Shower Hour for
Sequoias while
Chestnuts visit
the camp store
and socialize.
Acorns return
to cabins to get
ready for bed.

Sequoias visit
the camp store
and socialize,
Chestnuts return
to cabins, and
Acorns turn the
lights out at 9:00.

Time for
everyone to
head back to
cabins and
wind down to
recharge for
the next day‘s
adventures!

LIFE AT CAMP

Chestnuts
Traditional Camp Program: Ages 6- 11
For many Chestnuts, it’s their first time away at camp. Their program is orchestrated to
ensure a successful and growth-filled camp experience. To make this happen, we start by
assigning your camper to a cabin with others very close to his/her age. Two counselors
live in each cabin. As they go through the week, sharing meals and fun times, friendships
develop.
CHM is known for its innovative scheduling. Chestnuts have some activities with cabinmates. Other activities, selected by the camper, include a wider circle. As your camper
explores interests and discovers strengths, he/she becomes more independent.
Chestnuts choose their morning activities for the week. Mornings can include high
adventures, horse riding, drama, fine arts, model rocketry, and more. Afternoons include
a wide variety of offerings within the cabin group. Swimming, the 1000-foot zip line,
mountain biking, sports, crafts, and more make for a wonderful day. In addition, they
choose a new activity each day during Camper Choice period and choose one New
Adventure or Out-of-Camp trip each week.
Within the Chestnuts, you’ll find our youngest campers. An additional head staff member,
dedicated to our smallest camp citizens, ensures that they receive extra care. We’re
making sure shoes are tied, teeth brushed, and sunscreen applied. To provide a sense
of security, the youngest campers are teamed with their counselors and cabin mates for
many of their activities.

“My son seemed completely at peace,
having shrugged off the stresses of his
young years and fully embraced the spirit
of being in the beautiful mountains. He
pushed his limits, tried mountain boarding
and did the Polar Bear Plunge every day
for two weeks. We were so proud of him.”
–Camper Parent

Sequoias
Traditional Camp Program: Ages 12 - 16
Earth Expeditions: Ages 12 - 16
Counselor-in-Training: rising junior
Junior Counselor: rising senior
Sequoias choose their morning and afternoon activities each week in the Traditional Camp
Program. Some campers choose to focus on an area of interest while others choose
a variety of activities. Sequoias who attend for at least two weeks are also eligible for
the big adventures of whitewater rafting, the Zip Line Canopy Tour, or the Via Ferrata.
Climbing in the afternoon, dance classes, boating in the morning, relaxing by the pool,
drama performances – the goal is to have fun, make friends, and fully participate in a fun
and rewarding summer experience.

Craving even more adventure? Earth Expeditions are action-packed weeks full of
multisport wilderness exploration, specially crafted for teens 12 and older.
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Outdoor Adventure

















1000-Foot Zip Line
Hiking
Rock Climbing
Mountain Boarding
Tree Climbing
Mountain Bike Skills
Course
Backpacking
Fishing
Outdoor Living Skills
Outdoor Cooking
High Ropes Course
Woodland Zip Line
Indoor Climbing Wall
Outdoor Climbing
Tower
Zip Line Canopy Tour
Via Ferrata - Climbing

Creative Arts
 CHM Radio Station
 Pottery
 Sketching and















Painting
Drawing
Woodworking
Model Rocketry
Drama
Dance
Guitar and Singing
Culinary Arts
Leather Crafts
Gopro Video &
Editing
Arts & Crafts
Jewelry Making
Friendship Bracelets
Tie-Dye
Ukulele

Aquatics













Kayaking
Canoeing
Recreational Swimming
Pool Party
Stand Up Paddle
Boarding
Sailing
Dam Building
Waterslide
Polar Bear Plunge!
Swim Instruction
White Water Rafting
Corcl Boats

Optional Program
Enrichments
 Horse Riding Lessons
 Fly Fishing Clinic
 Equestrian Camp

Ecology Hikes
Stream Studies
Stream Hikes
Green Bank Observatory

Sports and Fitness










Archery
Gaga Ball
Yoga
Ultimate Frisbee
Soccer
Basketball
Beach Volleyball
Frisbee Golf
Kickball

Nature and Animals








Organic Gardening
Care of Farm Animals
Farm to Table Cooking
Horseback Riding
Stable Management
Horse Care Classes
Nature Crafts

Camp Hidden Meadows offers a wide variety of
instruction and activities. Children experience
these activities in an environment which fosters
personal growth, individual responsibility, and
active participation in the camp community.

ALL INCLUSIVE CAMP FEE
Our goal is to offer each camper an opportunity to participate
in as many new activities as possible. There are no additional
fees for out-of camp expeditions or New Adventures.

Choose one New Adventure or Out of Camp Trip
for each week of camp!

Science Exploration





ACTIVITIES

Choose your own activities

AFTERNOON NEW ADVENTURES
& OUT OF CAMP TRIPS
 Climbing Combo: Outdoor Tower &

Climbing Tree (all ages)
 Cooking Extravaganza (all ages)
 Overnight Campout (age 6+)

 Greenbrier River Rail Trail Bike

Trip (12+)
 Green Bank Observatory:

Astronomy Science Center (all
ages)

 Overnight Backpacking Trip (age 9+)
 Smoke Camp Backpacking Trip (age

10+)
 Rock Climbing at Seneca Rocks (age

10+)
 Lake Buffalo: Canoes, Kayaks, Stand

up Paddle Boards
 Mountain Boarding Mega-Adventure

Available to campers staying
two weeks or longer:
 Whitewater Rafting Trip (age

13+)
 Zip Line Canopy Tour (age 12+)
 Via Ferrata Climbing Adventure

(age 13+)
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Climbing
Climbing at Hidden Meadows had
its start in 1992 when we first came
to the area. Since then thousands
of young people have scaled cliffs,
trees, and climbing walls in an effort
not to just reach the top but to find
something within themselves.
The most important feature of
Hidden Meadows climbing program
is our emphasis on safety. It also
certainly helps that we are near to
some of the best climbing on the
east coast.
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OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

Rock Climbing

takes us to some beautiful wilderness
settings. Right in our own backyard await
some of the finest crags to climb and
beautiful areas where we hike, camp, bike,
and explore.

Trips to Seneca Rocks and local climbing
sites are numerous. Some sites are bold
rock faces while others are made of
cracks and chimneys. We choose a site
where there are a variety of climbs set
up so that there is always an appropriate
climb for you.

ACTIVITIES

Our Outdoor Adventure Program

Outdoor Climbing Tower,
Indoor Climbing Wall and
Bouldering Wall
Challenge Course
High in the trees, attached by a climbing
harness, campers can explore our challenge
course as they move from tree to tree
and eventually fly through the air on the
exhilarating high zip line. With highly trained
staff and state-of-the-art equipment, this
series of high elements is an incredible
builder of self-confidence as well as a great
team-building experience.

Instruction begins at camp with the
introduction of fundamental safety
systems and basic techniques for
climbing. Using the climbing tower
or the indoor climbing wall we begin
with learning rope-handling skills,
emphasizing consistency in our
technique. With the quality instruction
of advanced climbers, we will have you
feeling confident about your climbing
abilities and ready for new challenges.
Our indoor bouldering wall is a great
way to enjoy climbing without the fuss
of ropes.

Tree Climbing
Who doesn’t like to climb a tree (a big tree
at that)? Well, this is camp, so we need to
attach a rope to you and you have to wear
a helmet. What a great way to take in the
view of camp!
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In our ACA accredited riding program, campers choose from two riding plans, ranging from one lesson per day to a full half-day in the
saddle. We teach English riding at the entry level with instruction aimed at giving campers the skills needed to enjoy – with safety – the
pleasure of being able to walk, trot, and canter with confidence. Small classes allow individual attention.
Horseback riding takes place at camp with experienced instructors and well-cared for horses. Riders begin in the ring, developing a trust
relationship between camper and horse. The camper learns how to interact with horses before progressing to basic riding skills.
Learning to handle these beautiful creatures teaches respect for animals and builds self-confidence. As competence increases campers
may venture out of the ring on one of our trail rides.

EQUESTRIAN
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Horse Care Classes

Equestrian Camp

Horseback Riding Lessons

Classes are offered daily prior to dinner
and are available at no additional fee.
A great way to interact with our horses
without riding.

For boys and girls ages 9-16. The week
includes horse riding instruction half
of the day and the remaining time
participating in favorite camp activities
- such as the big zip and a white water
rafting trip (ages 12-16). $200 per week.

Riding lessons are available to all ages
and offered at both the beginner and
more experienced level. Lessons take
place four times per week and are
available each week during the summer.
$110 per week.

ACTIVITIES

CULINARY ARTS
Old Fashioned Fun
Making ice cream or searching for crayfish in the river are typical
activities and what “old fashioned fun” is all about. Sometimes
spontaneous and never dull these activities are huge hits no
matter what the age.

Culinary Arts
Jen’s famous root beer, Beth’s salsa, Nat’s homemade pizza
and pasta ... the list goes on and sampling is always a big hit.
Our culinary arts classes give you the chance to get creative in
producing all sorts of delights. Many of our ingredients come
directly from our own garden allowing us to experience first-hand
a true plow-to-table experience.
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Field Sports
Campers enjoy our wide-open playing
fields, courts and variety of games. We
offer both instructional classes for skill
building and informal games for just
about anyone in a program which stresses
fun and good sportsmanship. Kickball,
badminton, lacrosse, cricket, Ultimate
Frisbee, and foosball are popular choices
that are available many afternoons or in
the cool of the evening.

Basketball

Soccer

Pick-up games of basketball are always
popular before and after dinner.

We take advantage of international
coaching talents as we head out to the
soccer (also known as football) field for
some legendary games.

Beach Volleyball
Our all-sand court is a great place on a
sunny afternoon.

Disc Golf
Way more fun than the director ever knew!
Disc golf is a big hit with our campers, and
our staff have developed a great course
around camp. Campers can sign up for
a period that includes drives, putts, and
avoiding hazards.

Yoga
Some people say how you do yoga is how
you do your life. Inspired by our quest to
promote a healthy life style, our goal is to
have fun while increasing flexibility and
promoting core strength.
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SPORTS

Ultimate Frisbee
An American classic and Hidden Meadows
tradition. Fun for the beginner as well as the
Frisbee enthusiast ... you don‘t want to miss
our Ultimate games.

Gaga Ball
Always a camp favorite, our Gaga pit is full
of campers and counselors having a ball
whenever they get the chance! A fun game
for all skills and abilites.

ACTIVITIES

ARCHERY

Our quality equipment and certified
instructors make archery one of our most
popular camp activities. Many campers
come back again and again to improve
their archery skills, while others are
eager to try shooting a bow and arrow
for the first time. Our creative games and
fun challenges make archery at Camp
Hidden Meadows legendary.

FISHING

With a great trout stream flowing through
the middle of camp it’s not difficult to find
campers casting a line. Every summer
campers who have never fished before
discover it to be one of their favorite
activities of the summer. In addition to
finding the occasional native brook trout,
our stream is well- stocked with rainbow
trout. During free time and evening
classes, we use both spin-casting and flyfishing rigs.

Fly Fishing Clinic
We offer fly fishing as an afternoon
clinic complete with our own top notch
equipment and Orvis-endorsed instructors.
Our free flowing stream is always full of
fish, providing the perfect environment
to learn the timeless art of fly fishing. $85
per week for fly fishing clinic. We also
offer our traditional fishing classes during
camper choice at no additional cost.
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MOUNTAIN BOARDING
Mountain Boarding
Mountain boarding
is the latest downhill
sensation. Think of it as
snowboarding on wheels,
or maybe surfing on dirt.
The sport of mountain
boarding combines
technology from biking,
snowboarding, and
skateboarding. Donned
with loads of protective
gear, we venture to our
high meadow to surf
the dirt and have some
serious fun.
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ACTIVITIES

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Mountain Biking
Mountain biking has been a long time favorite at camp. Our adventures begin in camp,
where we go over safety and the basics of off-road riding. Using our own mountain biking
course we get comfortable with our bikes and work on our riding skills. From here we
head on to national forest lands where we enjoy isolated trails and breathtaking scenery.
Trail terrain includes wide-open logging roads, classic single track, and water crossings.
A super way to explore the area!

Mountain Bike Skills Park

West Fork Rail Trail Biking

Hone your cycling skills in our bike park
with elements ranging from beginner to
challenging. Feel the rush as you ride
downhill, maneuver the rock garden and
test out the wall ride. Bikes, helmets, and
protective gear provided so you and your
friends can have maximum fun!

A camp favorite, this biking trip includes
an afternoon ride to a swimming hole
along the West Fork of the Greenbrier
River.
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CRAFTS AND ARTS
Painting and Sketching

Music

Our instructors promote the idea that
everyone can draw and paint. Campers
can be found getting creative with pencils,
crayons, watercolors and acrylics, often
incorporating the beauty of camp into
their works. At any time of day, there are
campers enjoying the Art Village, some
poring over their work in concentrated
silence, others chatting casually, listening
to music.

Music plays an important role with
opportunities for drumming, guitar, and
singing. New for 2021, we’ve added
ukulele to the lineup! Big gusto is packed
into this small 4-string instrument!

Crafts
What would camp be without friendship
bracelets and tie-dye t-shirts? We offer
these and more including jewelry making,
FIMO sculpturing, rock painting, leather
craft and other fun crafts to keep the
creative juices flowing.
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Ceramic Studio
Our ceramics studio has everything you
need to explore the fascinating world of
clay. Some campers enjoy spending hours
working at one of our pottery wheels
forming a cup or bowl. Other campers
lean more towards making sculptures with
clay, with works ranging from small animal
figurines to a barnyard setting.

ACTIVITIES

Woodworking

Performing Arts

Dance

There is something timeless about
making your own birdhouse or book shelf
at summer camp. It really is more than a
souvenir. Like so many things at camp,
woodworking never goes out of style and
is popular with all ages of boys and girls.

Our performances, like our campers, come
in all shapes and sizes. These can be as
simple as a short skit developed by you and
your cabin mates or more elaborate drama
productions. Drama and stage production
classes are offered each week with a
performance the last evening of camp.

Our new dance pavilion is a great place to
enjoy jazz, hip hop, modern, and salsa dance.
Designed for every skill level the focus is on
learning and having fun. Experience is not a
prerequisite and all campers are encouraged
to join in. Campers are given the opportunity
to showcase their talents to the entire camp
during our evening talent nights.

Rocketry
5, 4, 3, 2, 1... blast off! Few things are more
thrilling than building and launching your own
rocket. Our Friday evening launching events
are always a hit with the entire camp.

The arts program at Camp
Hidden Meadows is dedicated
to unleashing camper’s creative
powers. Regardless of ability,
everyone is given the opportunity
to discover a new talent and hone
his or her skills.
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CHM Radio
Learn all the ins and outs of being a DJ, including how to use lowpower radio broadcasting equipment. Create your own game or talk
show, conduct interviews, choose music from our camp‘s music library,
and announce CHM news. This is a great opportunity for the aspiring
entertainer to gain some real and fun experience on the air. CHM Radio
will broadcast to various on site activity locations, so your friends can
hear your shout-outs, stories, and song selections. Don‘t miss this
awesome opportunity to make some sound waves!

GoPro Video Editing and Photography
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MEDIA ARTS

Spend a week exploring camp and capturing it all on
video. While shooting underwater video at the pool,
watching wildlife by the river, or showing off their skills on
mountain boards, our GoPro class experiences it all and
captures the best camp moments on video. Hone your
photography skills and learn to use different views and
angles to make your story really exciting. Edit your clips,
choose some background music, and premiere your video
for all of camp at the Friday Awards Ceremony. Creative
minds wanted!

ACTIVITIES

GoPro photography
and video editing
morning workshop
Some of the best camp memories
are captured by campers in our
GoPro morning workshop. All videos
are uploaded online for parents and
campers to watch at home.
Be sure to visit our website
and YouTube channel
youtube.com/user/camphiddenmeadow
to see some cool examples.
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Water activities ...
are a big part of the summer with
Hidden Meadows. On any given day
campers can be found swimming
in our pool or pond, canoeing and
sailing at nearby Lake Buffalo, white
water rafting the New River Gorge,
or knee deep in our own stream
learning about aquatic life.
Canoeing, kayaking and standup paddle boarding provide a
chance to unwind and take in some
beautiful scenery. Gliding quietly
through the water we work on
refining our paddling techniques
and relish the occasional friendly
canoe race.

WATER ACTIVITIES
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ACTIVITIES

Heated Swimming Pool

Sailing

Our new heated pool offers lap lanes and
a nice play area with a volleyball net and
two basketball hoops. Campers have the
opportunity to swim with their age groups
and during free swim period. As with all of
our aquatic activities, swimming is offered
under the supervision of our lifeguards.

A few minutes from camp, Lake Buffalo
offers a good breeze,beautiful views, and
the occasional bald eagle spotting. We
offer instruction on Snark sailboats and
savor this free ride from nature.

Stream and Pond

Swim Instruction

Swimming in Hidden Meadows‘ pond and
multiple trips down the water slide provide
a chance for excitement and relaxation in
the sun and water. The wonderful stream
running through the middle of camp is a
huge hit among many campers.

Along with recreational swimming,
certified lifeguards offer more formal
swim instruction as a morning workshop
for those interested in refining or maybe
even learning new stroke techniques.
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THE FARM
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Organic Gardening
Nestled in the valley, the rich soils of Hidden Meadows farm program offers a unique
opportunity to learn and grow through shared work. Guided by mature, skilled staff, campers
are given many opportunities for meaningful responsibility. Hidden Meadows maintains an
organic farming operation, using many of the same farming practices that took place prior
to the changes in agriculture during the 20th century. Gathering eggs for breakfast and
harvesting vegetables for the kitchen allow campers to experience first hand the forgotten
path from farm field to dinner table.

ACTIVITIES

Farm Animal Care
Our animals are a huge hit during the
summer. Bunny rabbits, sheep, alpacas,
pigs, chickens, goats, and Ginger the cat,
all love the attention our campers give
them. It is a wonderful way to interact
with animals, and learning to care for
them is both fun and educational.
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There‘s a reason West Virginia
is a hotspot for outdoor exploration.
• Wild and scenic whitewater rivers
• World class rock climbing crags
• Pristine backpacking destinations
• Historic trails to explore by mountain bike
• Cutting edge scientific discoveries at the world‘s
largest steerable radio telescope
Come see for yourself by venturing beyond the
camp property on an Out of Camp Trip.
Our goal is to offer each camper an opportunity to
participate in as many new activities as possible.
Each camper chooses one New Adventure or Out of
Camp Trip per week.

NO ADDITIONAL FEES
FOR OUT OF CAMP TRIPS
OR NEW ADVENTURES
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OUT OF CAMP TRIPS

OUT OF CAMP TRIPS

see why they call it
wild and wonderful
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ZIP LINE CANOPY TOUR
Zip Line Canopy Tour (ages 12+)
Like our own high ropes course, the
zip line canopy tour runs from tree to
tree high off the valley floor. But rather
than challenge elements, the course is
composed of a series of interconnected
zip lines, cable bridges, and stationary
tree platforms. What a fun and easy way
to get a beautiful view of the hills and
valleys of WV!

Are you more
of a fast paced,
open water kind
of person?
Or do you
prefer the
thrill of flying
through the
trees?

YOU decide:
At Hidden Meadows, campers ages 12 and older,
staying two weeks or longer have the choice of:
 white water rafting trip (ages 12 +),
 zip line canopy tour (ages 12 +) or
 Via Ferrata climbing experience (ages 13 +).

These trips are included in your 2+ week camp
experience at no extra charge.

Via Ferrata (ages 13+)
The Via Ferrata at Nelson Rocks is a one of a kind adventure experience, offering
a mile of fixed-anchor, professionally-guided rock climbing. During this 3.5-5 hour
climb you’ll gain 1085 feet in elevation, cross a suspension bridge that is 150 feet
high and 200 feet long, and reach exposed heights of 280 feet.
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VIA FERRATA

OUT OF CAMP TRIPS

White Water Rafting (ages 12+)
The New River Gorge, a Wild and Scenic National River under special environmental protection,
is our destination and the New River is the site for our paddling excitement. Nothing matches the
thrill of successfully negotiating the hottest runs in the east. Plunging off of “jump rock,” soaking
in the sun and maneuvering our raft through the white water is an adventure not soon forgotten.
Reserved for campers ages 12-16, we leave in the morning and return back to camp later that day.

WHITE WATER RAFTING
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Rail Trail Bike Trip
Biking, swimming, and ice cream
are three classic pastimes of
summer! This trip combines all
three. Campers pedal along the
beautiful and serene West Fork
of the Greenbrier River until they
reach a scenic swimming hole.
After the return bike ride, they
stop in the town of Durbin for ice
cream and return to camp with
stories of their adventure.
Ages 12+

Green Bank Observatory
Visit the world’s largest moving
radio telescope right here in the
West Virginia wilds. Campers
love this fun and educational field
trip which includes an interactive
science center, an in-depth tour
of several radio telescopes, and
an ice cream treat!
All Ages

Seneca Rocks
Climbing trips at world famous
Seneca Rocks are a popular
attraction. This impressive rock
formation rises 900 feet above
the valley floor and is one of
West Virginia’s most recognizable
landmarks. We choose a site
with a variety of climbs set
up so that there is always an
appropriate challenge for each
camper.
34
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Ages 9+

Nature & Adventure Ecology Hikes

Outdoor Living Skills

Backpacking

Our nature program is designed to
acquaint campers with the abundance
of plants and animals native to our area
and to teach awareness and appreciation
of the environment. On hikes through
the woods and along streams, campers
explore and experience the diversity and
complexity of the natural world.

An important part of enjoying the
outdoors is learning how to live there
comfortably and safely. Our outdoor
living skills program encompasses
a wide variety of interesting activities
including learning how to use map and
compass, GPS, Dutch oven cooking,
outdoor survival lessons, and more.
We take a hands-on approach and
have loads of fun.

During these trips we explore the
dense forest trails and mountain
vistas that surround camp. Carrying
everything we need with us, we set
up our own shelters and cook our
own meals on the trail. We also put
to practice our map and compass,
GPS, and outdoor living skills, but
most importantly, we concentrate
on simply enjoying the surrounding
beauty.

OUT OF CAMP TRIPS

BACKPACKING AND HIKING
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EXPEDITIONS

EARTH EXPEDITION
Ages 12 - 17
Craving even more adventure beyond our
Traditional Camp program?
Earth Expeditions are specially crafted weeks
full of fun and a variety of outdoor adventure
trips exploring the best of the Allegheny
Highlands of West Virginia.
Each expedition is based out of our
Sunrise Village and emphasizes small
group community living in platform tents,
leave no trace outdoor ethics, and exciting
experiences in spectacular settings. Also built
into the camper‘s daily schedule is time for
taking in the scenery, recreational swimming,
writing letters home, and relaxing around
evening campfires.
We offer two one-week, coed expeditions:
- Paddles and Peaks
- Rock and River
Each expedition includes all activities such as
an overnight canyon canoe trip, a whitewater
rafting adventure, and much more! An
exception is made for 12-year-olds enrolled
in an Earth Expedition to allow them to go
rafting.

...venture beyond the expected!
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Paddles and Peaks:
1 week session
Experience West Virginia‘s highest peak,
underground caving, and world-class
whitewater all in one week! This fun-filled
week begins in our Sunrise Village before
packing up to hike and camp at Spruce
Knob, practice campsite management and
navigational skills in the backcountry, and
explore the depths of a wild cave. A trip to
the New River Gorge for whitewater rafting is
a highlight of the week and makes for great
stories around the campfire!

FRIDAY
SUNDAY
Arrive at camp!
Get to know your
group, settle into
platform tents at
Sunrise Village.

MONDAY
Teambuilding games
help you bond with
your group, then
pack up and head
out to hike to a
pristine campsite near
Spruce Knob, the
highest peak in WV.

TUESDAY
Practice navigation
skills with a map
and compass while
finding waterfalls
and swimming
holes. Spend the day
exploring and hike
back to the campsite.

WEDNESDAY
Travel deep
underground
to explore the
hidden world of
wild caves, then
head back to
Sunrise Village.

THURSDAY
Journey to the New
River Gorge for world
class whitewater rafting.
After a long day on the
river, we’ll all be ready
to return to our home
sweet home at Sunrise
Village and share stories
around the campfire.

Spend the day
closer to camp
and enjoy some of
our classic camp
favorites, like a bike
ride or a day hike to
Smoke Camp Knob.
Top off the week
with a ride down our
1000-foot Zip Line.

SATURDAY
Time to say
goodbyes and
start planning
for the next
adventure!

Counselor in Training Program (CIT)
Age: rising junior
The Counselor in Training Program is specially designed to provide
rising juniors in high school with leadership opportunities while having
a fantastic camp experience in a small group setting. Live in a cabin
designated just for CITs! Gain real-world experience assisting in a
variety of program areas in our Traditional Camp. You will also venture
out on teambuilding adventure trips and community service projects.
Introductory training in belaying, ropes course, lifeguarding, group
management, and team building skills.
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Please send a letter of recommendation when applying for the CIT
Program.

Rock and River: 1 week session

SUNDAY
Arrive at camp!
Get to know your
group, settle into
platform tents at
Sunrise Village.

MONDAY
After a morning
of team building,
stretch your goals
by rock climbing
at world famous
Seneca Rocks.
Camp at the nearby
Seneca Shadows
campground.

TUESDAY
Journey to the South
Branch of the Potomac
River as it winds through
an incredibly scenic
canyon. Canoeing all
day is followed by
a relaxing campout
on the riverbank.

WEDNESDAY
Pack up camp, paddle
out of the canyon, and
spend the afternoon
exploring wild caves.
Then it‘s back to
Sunrise Village for
well-earned showers
and more gourmet
meals over the fire.

THURSDAY
Head to Nelson
Rocks where more
high adventures
await. Zip Line
Canopy Tour or
Via Ferrata ... it‘s
your choice!

EXPEDITIONS

This action-packed week begins in our Sunrise
Village and journeys out to explore some of
the most scenic areas of the Appalachian
Mountains. This week includes an overnight
canyon canoe trip, camping and climbing at
world-famous Seneca Rocks, wild caving deep
under the mountains, and your choice of a
Zip Line Canopy Tour or Via Ferrata climbing
experience to top off your adventures.

FRIDAY
Spend the day closer
to camp and enjoy
some of our classic
camp favorites, like a
bike ride or a day hike
to Smoke Camp Knob.
Top off the week
with a ride down our
1000-foot Zip Line.

SATURDAY
Time to say
goodbyes and
start planning
for the next
adventure!

Junior Counselor Program (CIT)
Age: rising senior
Junior Counselors help lead and organize activities. They lodge in
a cabin with young campers, assisting the counselor with camper
care. This two-week program is designed for campers going into
their senior year in high school. Jr. Counselors may select one
afternoon new adventure or out-of-camp trip. (See list on page 13.)
Introductory training in belaying, ropes course, lifeguarding, group
management, and team building skills. Check with your school if you
plan to submit this program for service hours.
Please send a letter of recommendation when applying for the Junior
Counselor Program.
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GETTING HERE

Many of our families choose to
drive to camp. The setting is
wonderful and every year parents
ask when we will offer a camp for
them!
Another popular transportation
option is our shuttle service for
the Northern Virginia, D.C. and
Maryland area. You may choose
to utilize the shuttle to camp, from
camp, or both ways. Campers
ride on an air-conditioned coach
bus along with new and old camp
friends.
• Ground Shuttle: $75 each way
Flying in? We also offer a shuttle
from the Dulles International
Airport in Sterling, VA.
• Airport Shuttle: $90 each way
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As the Director and one of the founders,

The Director
Tom Bryant is the director of Camp
Hidden Meadows. An experienced
educator in both the indoor and
outdoor classroom, he is committed
to creating innovative programs
which foster personal growth and
development. Using an experiential
educational approach at Hidden
Meadows, he believes that learning
opportunities for personal growth and
interpersonal communication exist in
all aspects of life.
The programs at Hidden Meadows
have been designed to actively
engage all campers by providing a
non-competitive, safe and instructive
environment in which individuals can
broaden their horizons while enjoying
new and exciting outdoor activities.
Tom received his BA in Business
Management from Marietta College
in Ohio and his Masters in Experiential
Education from Minnesota State
University in Mankato, Minnesota.
When not planning new projects
for camp he enjoys traveling with
his family, working on the farm, and
exploring the outdoors.

NEXT STEPS

I feel fortunate to be a part of something I not only enjoy doing immensely, but also
feel so good about. In the winter of 1991 as we sat around the table designing our
first summer experience, our goal was to offer something special in a beautiful and
inspiring setting. Armed with some backpacks, climbing ropes and tents we set out on
the first wilderness program. It was a joyous summer and laid the foundation for the
summers to follow.
Over the years as our program has expanded we have maintained our goal of offering
unique programming in which we encourage children to be creative and to believe
in themselves. All of our activities offer various opportunities for growth and are
designed with an eye towards individual attention. Keeping our groups small during
activities allows us to focus on the needs of each member of our summer camp
community and the benefits are many. When I take part in our council meetings or
join in with a group for a meal, I’m still able to get to know the campers not just by
name but learn who they really are and how their day is going. We all have summer
highlights and this continues to be one of mine.
Over the years many wonderful people have been a part of making our camp
programs a success and I am thankful for their hard work. I always enjoy learning
what new adventures life has brought past staff members and campers. Whether
it’s a surprise visit, a holiday card or running into them in the rain forest of Central
America, the folks from summers gone-by seem to retain their enthusiasm for life and
adventure. I’d like to think that in some small way we have been a part of nurturing
that enthusiasm.
See you outside,
Tom, Silke, Jenna,
Majaand Lilli
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FAQ
What do I need to bring?

Mostly just yourself and a willingness to try new things. We provide all
activity equipment and ask that you only bring bedding, toiletries, and
other personal items.

What if I have never done these activities before?

That is what camp is all about- trying new things. No prior experience
is needed for any of our activities. We recognize that campers come
with different levels of experience and understand that not every
activity will be on your top ten lists. We will encourage you to try a little
bit of everything but there are no requirements to participate in all the
activities. Activities are offered to accommodate a variety of experience
levels and interests.

Where will I sleep and shower?

You will spend each night at camp unless you are participating on one of
the backpacking expeditions. All cabins have electricity and bunk beds.
Toilet and shower facilities are either located adjacent in a separate
building or contained in the cabin. You will have the chance to shower
daily, and your fellow campers will be appreciative.

Can I stay more than one session?

Of course! Campers can register for as many sessions as they like.
Campers staying for multiple sessions can join their family for the night in
between sessions, or participate in activities at camp.

What if my child is homesick?

Our individual attention ensures that campers and families receive the
necessary response when a camper is homesick. We have no hard or fast
rules on homesickness, but rather do an excellent job in communicating
with both camper and family members.

How will I get there?

You can drive directly to camp or utilize our Washington D.C., Northern
Virginia, and Maryland shuttle. Please see our enrollment form for more
information on shuttles.

Will my laundry be washed?

Campers’ laundry will be washed once in the middle of each twoweek session. Campers staying for one week will not have their laundry
washed.
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What kind of medical coverage do you have?

All seasonal staff are certified in first aid and CPR, and a nurse is on call 24
hours per day. Emergency medical services are less than 10 minutes away.
Camp staff will telephone parents or the designated emergency contact
person if a camper experiences a medical condition that prevents her from
participating in camp activities for more than 24 hours, or if the camper must
see a physician for any reason.

What’s the weather like?

Camp sits at an elevation of 3000 ft. This alpine setting provides ideal summer
weather with day time temperature 15 degrees (or more) cooler than the
eastern seaboard.

Where does everyone come from?

Both staff and campers come from all over the U.S and abroad. Camp is a
great way to meet new people and learn about different cultures.

What are the cabins like?

Nice, clean and your new home away from home.

...more questions?

Our parent handbook is online and you can always call our office with more
questions.

American Camp Association Accreditation

Accreditation by the American Camp Association means that Camp Hidden
Meadows has submitted to a thorough (up to 300 standards) review of its
operation by the American Camp Association (ACA) — from staff qualifications
and training to emergency management. We take pride in maintaining the
highest standards in the camp industry. The ACA is the only independent
accrediting organization reviewing camp operations in the country. Its
nationally-recognized standards program focuses primarily on program
quality and health and safety aspects of a camp’s operation. ACA collaborates
with experts from the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Red
Cross, and other youth-serving agencies to ensure that current practices at
the camp reflect the most up-to-date, research-based standards in camp
operation. An ACA accreditation says to those seeking a quality summer
experience for their children, “This camp has been officially
visited and meets or exceeds the most up-to-date
standards in camp operation.”
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Camp Hidden Meadows

17739 Potomac Highland Trail, Bartow, WV 24920
Phone: 304-456-5191 Toll Free: 800-600-4752
Email: info@camphiddenmeadows.com

www.camphiddenmeadows.com

